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	NAME: Antosian
	DESCRIPTION: They have pointed ears like Vulcans but tend to smile & laugh a lot. Their clothing style is varied & may include just about any style worn by any race they have ever encountered. Pleasure in all it's forms are the driving force behind their race. They enjoy art, music, dance, social gatherings, celebrations, wine, food, thrill seeking & trying new things. Almost any thing can be an excuse for a party, as long as it includes most of the above items.Antosians have beautiful, lyrical names befitting their language & culture. Antosians have both a proper name, & a surname traced from the patriarchal or matriarchal line.Male names: Anjar, Eoghan, Shelther, TarsiiFemale names: Alosia, Solara, Devenis, Selene, Sundassa, EarlinaCommon surnames: Freymott, Androsia, Thoran, Faranfey, Faranster, Taaveti, Asmara
	ERA:  TNG era +
	Text Field 13:  It, truly, is my pleasure.
	Text Field 7: Fitness +1, Presence +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: They are tall slim humanoids who stand on average 5'10" to 6'6". The one feature that everyone notices first about them is their hair. It is past shoulder length on men & women & ranges in color from blue & green to purple. While the color range covers all possible shades or combinations of these colors they tend to be mostly bright in nature verging on neon. The individuals eye color will always match their hair color exactly.
	TALENTS: Angosian only or with GM's Permission. Must take Skilled talent.
	TALENT NAME 1: Skilled
	TALENT TEXT 1: Antosians undergo an extensive training program during their development into adulthood. When creating an Antosian PC, they gain one extra focus.
	TALENT NAME 2: Excellent Metabolism 
	TALENT TEXT 2: They have a robust immune system that helps them to resist sickness & disease, Antosians gain 2d20 to resist the effects of disease or poison. 
	TALENT NAME 3: Friendly
	TALENT TEXT 3: Antosians are a people that are easy to like. They have a very easy-going style about them. When dealing with any social tasks, they gain a 1d20 to their rolls.
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